They were the biggest games ever held here, apart from the Paralympics 1984, with an entry of some 720 athletes from 37 countries. Entering for the first time were teams from Nigeria, Puerto Rico and Sultanate of Oman. In addition, there were observers from Argentina, Chile and Singapore.
The final day began with the Wheelchair Marathon, with an entry of 70 athletes. It was an Open Marathon and included the ISMGF event. Overall winner with a time of 1 : 56: 43 was Mike Truhillo of USA, which was all the more creditable in view of the very wet condition of the route, amounting to flooding in places.
The final of the basketball resulted in a win for the USA. This should be especially helpful for the smooth running of the medical classification procedure in Seoul, as it is hoped that many teams will be able to utilise the availability of these medical classifiers to classify their ISMGF athletes beforehand.
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